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surge resistance to earth of overhead line support is
circa 10 Ω,
- the BIL of insulating system composed of the
insulator and insulating covering on the conductor is
125 + 90 = 215 kV.
Then each direct lightning stroke to line conductors
and almost each stroke to line supports may cause either
flashover on insulators or breakdown of insulating
covering. Such events can take place simultaneously in
several points of the power line.
The analysis of induced overvoltages due to lightning
strokes is facilitated by contemporary computing
technique. In order to simulate such process various
models of power lines with covered conductors during
overvoltages can be used: Rusck’s, Taylor’s or Agrawal’s
models for example.
Maximum value of overvoltages (Umax in kV)
induced within covered conductors (in respect of the
ground) depends on several factors: lightning current (is in
kA), distance between the lightning stroke channel and the
line (d in m), height above ground of conductors (h in m),
and time-parameters of the lightning wave, i.e. timeconstants relevant to wave front (T in µs) and half-value
of wave tail (τ in µs).
These factors can be allowed for calculating by
means of relevant coefficients (k), introduced to the
following relationship [3]:

Introduction
MV distribution power networks are composed of
overhead power lines with bare or covered conductors and
power cables placed in the ground or in the air (slung
under support constructions). One of serious electric
hazards influenced network elements, causing by direct or
indirect atmospheric discharges, are diver overvoltages [2].
The level of overvoltage hazard in MV power network
systems – considered below – is evaluated basing on
selected results of computer simulations, laboratory tests
on models, and measurements in real power networks.
Computer simulations were made by means of Pspice
program - Design Center Eval packet [1].
Hazard due to lightning discharges
Lightning hazard is connected with the so-called
thunderstorm activity on a given area, evaluated either by
means of thunderstorm maps or distant-reading
registrations of electromagnetic effects coming from a
lightning location system (LLS). Thunderstorm maps
contain closed lines between points signified the same
average number of thunderstorm days in the year (D).
Since mean value of this number D = 20 days/year in
Polish area then average lightning strike density can be
estimated on the level of Nr = 1.9 strikes/km2⋅year (Fig. 1).
For the purpose of this publication only the most frequent
negative lightning strikes (20-30 kA) are considered.
Lightning stroke number in one year (NL), calculated for a
line which length is l (in km) and average height is h (in
m), can be estimated basing on empirical relationship: NL
= 0.027 Nr l h0.5 [2]. Hence, for h = 10 m and a segment
line of 1 km, average lightning stroke number is NL1 =
0.162 strikes./km⋅year. Taken into account that [3]:
- typical expected lightning stroke currents comply
with values specifics in references,
- wave impedance of the conductor is circa 480 Ω,

U max ( d ) = k u i s exp ( k 0 + k1 ln d + k 5 ln 5 d ) ,


where k u = h 1 − 0.1975 (T − 0.8) − 3.333 ⋅10 −4 4 τ  ;
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The end of the line is loaded with the resistance of a great
value which simulates the load of the line end by MV/LV
switching or transformer station.

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the simulated system section
composed of overhead and cable line segments: V4 – input pulse
source; R1 – internal resistance of a source; T3, T3’ – models of
power overhead line (l=1670 m) and cable line (l=370 m); R2-R6
– loading resistances

Example simulation results are presented in Fig. 3.
From transient time-dependent voltage at the
beginning of the line results that each direct lightning
stroke in power network elements and their vicinity causes
overvoltage waves, which are capable to break down
insulating systems. Moreover, such overvoltage hazard can
occur many times at each point of a line.
Influence of steepness of the pulse front on the level
of overvoltages generated in screened and belted cables
was also investigated basing on simulation results. They
show that duration of the wave front does not affect the
increase of voltage gradient within insulating systems of
screened cables. However, such a regularity has not been
observed in case of belted cables. It means that maximum
value of voltage influenced insulating systems during
lightning discharges is strongly dependent on duration of
their wave fronts.

Fig. 1. Average lightning strike density in the years Nr in Polish
area
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Computer simulation of transient states

Computer simulation of transient states resulting from
atmospheric discharges can be realized by means of
computer programs, which allow us to analyse transients
occurring within electric systems. Such programs, applied
also to design of overvoltage protective systems, can be of
various types depending on their function, e.g. EMTP
(Electro-Magnetic Transients Programs) and PSpice
(Simulation Program with Integrated Circuits Emphasis) or
specialized programs applied to analyse and calculate of
selected electric phenomena. Results obtained from
simulations should be verified by comparing with
measurement results related to physical models or real
technical objects.
Numerous measurements show great influence of the
overvoltage front duration on the level of overvoltages
induced in other elements of a system. In order to confirm
the level of overvoltage hazard and influence of the
overvoltage front duration on the increase of voltage
gradient within insulating systems in power network
sections, a computer simulation has been carried out, based
on PSpice program. Additionally laboratory measurements
on models of power multicore screened and non-screened
cables were made [4].
Schematic diagram of the simulated system is
presented in Fig. 2. Parameter values of overhead /cable
lines, taken into computer simulations, are as follows:
C0=0.1/7.37 µF/km; L0=0.49/1.71 mH/km; R0=
=0.0289/0.35 Ω/km; Z0=70/482 Ω; v=142.86/281.69
m/µs. Input of investigated system has been stimulated by
electric pulse (V4 source) represented approximately
overvoltages caused by direct or nearby lightning strokes.

a)

b)
Fig. 3. Transient time-dependent overvoltages occurring at
determined points “V” of a system (Fig. 2) for different slopes of
the stimulated pulse fronts
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Measurements were made for different values of
wave front overvoltages. Example results of these
measurements are presented in Fig. 5.
Influence of the load value at cable ends, on the size
of overvoltage waves induced in neighbouring and
powered cables has been measured. It was observed that
the highest amplitudes of overvoltages occur in lines with
unpowered ends. Combination of a greater number of
measurement
results,
performed
with
different
configurations of cable connections and different shapes of
forcing pulse are available in publications [5] and [6].
Obtained transients reveal that pulse time parameters
at the input of the examined system have great influence
on the shape of reflected and induced wave in
neighbouring cable wires. However, in case of unscreened
cables, lowering of the input pulse inclination causes
additional shifting of reflection amplitude to longer timing.

Transient time-dependent voltages obtained as a
result of simulation process performed by means of models
available in the program show that these models ignore an
important phenomenon occurring in a line due to wave
effects – increase of resistance of conductors caused by
skin effect and increase of dielectric losses.
A consequence of such an imperfection of models is
the amplitude of signals returning from a line is
considerably greater than the amplitude measured.
Measurements in model systems

Results obtained from simulation process were
verified basing on the measuring system made both for
three-core belted and single-core screened cables. They
were equipped with the special pulse generator which
allows us to regulate the slope and wave front duration. In
the case of three-core line only one from all the conductors
was energized by the generator of rectangular pulses.
Transient time-dependent voltages caused by the pulse in
energized conductor (in the three-core line and in nonenergized neighbouring conductors) were registered by
means of multichannel digital oscilloscope.

time (ns)

a)
a)

time (ns)

b)

b)

Fig. 4. Time-dependent overvoltages occurring in line models:
traditional three-core a) and single-core b). Input signal:
amplitude 4.1 V, breadth ∆t = 250 ns; a, b, c – input impulses Va,
Vb, Vc for different pulse rise times

Fig. 5. Transient time-dependent overvoltages occurring in 20 kV
cable lines [6]: HAKnFtA 3x120 mm2 (a) and YHAKX 1x120
mm2 (b) for different slopes of the stimulated pulse fronts
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Tests of selected authentic 20 kV line sections
including power cables HAKnFtA 3x120 mm2 and
YHAKX 1x120 mm2 (see Fig.5) confirmed regularity
observed in case of computer simulations (graphs in Fig. 3)
and laboratory tests (graphs in Fig. 4).
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Conclusions

The measurements and simulations, concerned
influence of pulse overvoltages caused by direct or indirect
atmospheric discharges, can be concluded as follows:
1. The analysis of computer simulation and laboratory
test results prove that the duration of the overvoltage front
does not affect the increase of the hazard for screened
cable insulating systems.
2. The increase rate of the edge of overvoltage wave
tail and its duration are parameters which have significant
influence on cable insulating systems.
3. Electric field intensities occuring within cable
insulating systems, due to atmospheric discharges increase
along with the line length but further tests are required to
determine nfluence of such a parameter on surge voltages.
4. Tests and many years of observations of atmospheric discharges show that peak value and steepness of
wave front are random values of negligible correlation. It
means that these parameters can be analysed
independently.
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